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ABSTRACT 

DARE X F is an all-digital, interactive simulation 

system developed under Project DARE (Differential Analyzer 

REplacement) at The University of Arizona. DARE I F 

includes an on-line CRT text editor, a language trans

lator , which generates several FORTRAN IV subroutines from 

the DARE I language statements programmed by the user; 

a FORTRAN IV compiler, a conversational input routine for 

inputting parameter values and initial conditions; a Run

Time System, which controls the execution of the simulation 

and includes new fast hardware floating-point arithmetic; 

and an output display routine. The system is controlled 

from a simulation console. 

The user may program single simulation runs or 

specify a control-logic program for a sequence of runs 

making up a simulation study. Such a study may involve 

cross-plots or statistics on a series of runs, or it may 

implement more complex operations, such as iterative 

optimization. A fast hardware double-precision floating

point arithmetic unit makes complex multiple run simula

tions more attractive than former simulations systems using 

software arithmetic. 

The hardware floating-point processor executes 

instructions in-line with the instructions of a small PDP-9 

ix 



digital computer. Double-precision floating-point arith

metic (36-bit mantissa and l8-bit exponent) instructions 

are each executed in less than 21 microseconds. This 

figure includes six memory accesses to a one-microsecond 

core memory and two worst-case sync periods of one micro

second each which are necessary to accommodate the PDP-9 

processor. The actual worst-case arithmetic time is less 

than thirteen microseconds. 

The floating-point processor is implemented with 

emitter-coupled logic and successfully incorporates a 

variety of packaging and interconnection schemes. These 

include mother-daughter boards, kluge cards, and a wire-

wrapped backplane. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

DARE I was the first of several on-line, all-

digital, simulation systems developed under Project DARE 

(Differential Analyzer REplacement) at The University of 

Arizona (Korn 1969)* DARE I employs an equation-oriented 

simulation language based on the specifications of the 

Continuous System Simulation Language Committee (Strauss 

1967b). 

DARE I differs from most other simulation systems 

in being an interactive system. The operator-programmer 

sits at an alphanumeric display console to enter his pro

gram • The push of a button on the simulation console 

automatically translates, compiles, and loads the differ

ential equations with supporting subroutines. A conversa

tional input routine then allows the operator to change 

solution parameters, a pushbutton on the simulation console 

starts a run, and a graphic display shows the solution as 

it is computed. This solution is saved to be output later 

through various alphanumeric and graphic devices (Korn et 

al. 1969, Wiatrowski 1970). Optionally the programmer may 

specify a FORTRAN control-logic program for a sequence of 

runs making up a simulation study (Strauss 1967a)• Such a 

1 
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study may involve crossplots or statistics on a series of 

runs, or it may implement more complex operations such as 

iterative optimization. 

All calculations performed by the DARE I system 

employ floating-point arithmetic. This frees the user from 

scaling considerations. The DARE I system is implemented 

on a small and inexpensive PDP-9 digital computer using 

software to implement the floating-point arithmetic. As 

convenient to use as the DARE I system is, the relatively 

slow computing speed that is a direct consequence of soft

ware floating-point arithmetic limits its usefulness. A 

complete description of the DARE I system is given by Goltz 

(1970). 

Several other DARE systems are of interest before 

discussing DARE I F. DARE II is an interactive, fixed-

point , block-oriented simulation system (Liebert 1970). 

Because it uses fixed-point arithmetic it is much faster 

but less convenient than the DARE I system. All problem 

variables must be scaled by the user to be within the range 

of plus or minus one machine unit. 

DARE III (Aus and Korn 1969) and DARE III B (Trevor 

and Wait 1972) are expanded versions of DARE I running on a 

large CDC 6400 digital computer. DARE III uses the PDP-9 

and its display and simulation console as a remote terminal 

for the 6400 via a telephone connection. The relatively 

slow speed of the telephone link and poor response time of 
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the 6^00 (several minutes) significantly limited the use

fulness of this system. DARE III B runs in batch mode on 

the 6400 using punched card input and line printer output. 

Both of these systems offer convenient, equation-oriented, 

scale-factor free problem setup and fast solution of large 

and complex problems. However, neither offers the true 

interactive capability of the DARE I system. 

The compile and load speed of the DARE I system 

was greatly improved when the DARE I system and storage 

devices were changed from magnetic tape to disk. Because 

problem variables are normally stored on the magnetic media 

during the solution for detailed examination later, the 

change from tape to disk also improved solution speed. 

Relative speed of the disk and tape based systems are shown 

in Table 1.1. The table presents two sample problems that 

are detailed in Appendix A. Van der Pol's equation is 

representative of a simple single-run simulation containing 

only differential equations, while Pilot E.jection (CSSL 

benchmark problem) is a complex multiple-run simulation 

study that makes use of many of the features of the DARE I 

system. 

The DARE I F system was developed to combine the 

convenience of interactive and scale-factor free simula

tion as found in DARE I with much higher solution speed. 

The DARE I F system consists of a modified version of the 



Table 1.1 DARE Systems Speed Comparison 

Problem DARE I Tape DARE I Disk DARE I F Disk 

Van der Pol 

Pilot Ejection 

Running time is given in seconds. 

Numbers in parentheses were obtained with the run-time display off.-

Compile Run Compile Run Run 

90 60 12 27 (25) 8 ( . 7 )  

120 180 27 92 (72) 35 (11) 

•P-
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DARE I disk-based software and a new fast hardware floating

point arithmetic processor for the PDP-9• 

This floating-point hardware is a true computer 

processor. That is, it executes floating-point instruc

tions in-line with regular PDP-9 instructions, halting the 

PDP-9 central processor in the interim. The FORTRAN 

compiler has been modified to produce in-line code for the 

new processor to make maximum use of its speed. A com

parison of the DARE I F system's solution speed with the 

older DARE I system's is given in Table 1.1. This table 

is based on identical solution conditions for all three 

systems. It is important to note that the speed of 

floating-point arithmetic computation was increased so much 

by the hardware floating-point arithmetic that peripheral 

contention for memory cycles and display scaling are 

significant on certain problems. For example, the Pilot 

Ejection problem can be run with the display off, storing 

the solution on the disk for display after the run. The 

problem will now run in eleven seconds as compared to 

thirty-five seconds with the display enabled. Comparable 

figures for the software-arithmetic, disk-based systems 

are seventy-two seconds with the display enabled and 

ninety-two seconds with the display enabled. 

As an additional benefit, the deletion of the soft

ware floating-point arithmetic programs has increased 
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available memory storage for the simulation problem at run 

time by over one-thousand memory words. 

Chapter 2 will describe the floating-point 

processor and its instruction set. Chapter 3 details 

the modifications made to the DARE I disk-based software. 

Chapters k and 5 describe the floating-point hardware. 

Future directions for development are detailed in 

Chapter 6. 



CHAPTER 2 

FLOATING-POINT PROCESSOR 

The floating-point arithmetic processor built for 

the DARE I F simulation system had to meet two major re

quirements. First, it had to perform arithmetic functions 

with maximum possible speed. A small speed increase (two 

to five times as fast) in floating-point arithmetic execu

tion speeds could be lost in the overhead of the non-

arithmetic software. The effort and expense of development 

of the DARE I F system would only produce worthwhile 

results if the floating-point arithmetic execution speeds 

were at least an order of magnitude faster than the 

floating-point software. The above assumption was verified 

when, on completion of the system, actual floating-point 

arithmetic execution speed increases of ten to twenty 

resulted in solution speed increases of only three to ten. 

Non-arithmetic overhead is significant in a PDP-9 system. 

The second major design criteria was to maintain 

compatibility with the existing software. The DARE I 

system does most floating-point arithmetic in double pre

cision, which dictated the choice of standard PDP-9 

floating-point, double-precision format for data. The 

single-precision floating-point software was modified to 
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use the hardware floating-point processor. This speeded 

the execution of the small amount of single-precision 

arithmetic done by DARE I and, as an added benefit, saved a 

large number of memory locations. 

The instruction set of the floating-point proces

sor was chosen to duplicate those double-precision soft

ware subroutine calls most often used by the compiler and 

the support library. The software assumed that the word 

following such a subroutine call contained the address of 

the operand or the indirect address. This format indicated 

a two-word floating-point instruction with an address in 

the second word identical to the current-address pointer 

used by the software arithmetic. 

The current support library and certain compiler-

generated code accessed internal routines and variables in 

the original floating-point software package in an effort 

to speed certain operations with the software arithmetic. 

Some of these routines simply had to be rewritten; and all 

had to be modified. In addition, special instructions were 

added to the hardware processor to give access to internal 

processor registers. 

2.1 Hardware Implementation 

The requirement for high-speed operation suggested 

the use of emitter-coupled logic in the arithmetic proces

sor since, at the time the design was finalized (1970), 



very little medium-scale or large-scale integration was 

available in any logic family. This decision then was 

based primarily on the gate delays of the available logic 

families. The Motorola MECL II family was the largest and 

easiest-to-use ECL family available and was chosen for the 

design. The PDP-9 uses discrete-component negative-level 

PNP logic, and several bays of this logic were used to 

interface to the PDP-9- High-speed converters were 

designed and built to translate signals between the two 

families of logic (Jensen and Wiatrowski 1971)• These 

converters are shown in Fig. 2.1. 

The arithmetic unit itself is housed in a cabinet 

separate from the PDP-9- The saturating logic of the PDP-9 

causes sufficient noise to seriously degrade the perform

ance of emitter-coupled logic mounted in the same cabinet. 

This was verified by several attempts at using the two 

types of logic in the same cabinet or on the same backplane. 

Several packaging methods were used in constructing 

the arithmetic processor. A thirty-six bit adder was con

structed on the double-sided printed circuit board shown 

in Fig. 2.2. The board includes various logical functions, 

sign and zero testing, and some of the bus gating. In 

order to gain sufficient room on the board, without re

sorting to a multi-layer printed circuit board, laminated 

bus bars for power and ground were used. The adder and its 

testing are described by Taylor (1972). 
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Fig. 2.2 Adder 
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Eight eighteen-bit registers with shifting, comple

menting, bit testing, and bit-setting capability were 

constructed on double-sided printed-circuit daughterboard. 

These plug into a large motherboard opposite the adder 

which is connected to it by ribbon cables. This is shown 

in Fig. 2.3, together with the gating for the adder input 

buses located on the three rightmost daughterboards. (All 

boards are not inserted in the photograph.) 

The control logic is implemented on double-sided 

printed circuits that plug into conventional edge con

nectors. These cards are mostly kluge cards, i.e., the 

integrated circuits are wired together rather than connected 

with printed track. Only power and ground are printed on 

the board. Typical cards are shown in Fig. 2.k. The back

plane for these cards has a printed ground plane over con

ventional wire-wrap connectors. Terminating resistors are 

used extensively and little trouble has been encountered 

with the backplane. 

2.2 Programming 

The floating-point processor operates on double-

precision data contained in three PDP-9 words as shown in 

Fig. 2.5• The first word contains the l8-bit exponent in 

two's complement notation. The second contains the 18 most 

significant bits of the mantissa. The third contains the 
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Fig. 2.3 Data Registers and Bus Logic 



Fig. 2.k Typical Control Logic Cards 



IT  

EXPONENT C2S COMP) 

IT  

A+l SIGN HIGH MANTISSA (MAGNITUDE) 

A+2 LOW MANTISSA (MAGNITUDE) 

Fig. 2.5 Double-Precision Floating-Point Data Format 
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18 least significant bits of the mantissa. The mantissa is 

in sign-magnitude notation. 

Floating-point memory-reference instructions are 

two-word instructions. At this time, there are no floating

point non-memory-reference instructions, although provision 

is made for their inclusion. The first word of the in

struction contains the op code. The bit assignment for 

this word is detailed in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.6. The 

second word contains a right-justified fifteen-bit address. 

The two most significant bits of this address specify one 

of two 8,192 word memory banks to be addressed (the PDP-9 

currently has only two memory banks). Addressing a non

existent bank causes the floating-point processor to go 

into a wait condition (as would the PDP-9 processor) which 

can only be recovered from the front panel switches. In 

addition, floating-point operands may not be split across 

bank boundaries. 

Bit 0 of the second word specifies indirect addres

sing when it is set. Only one level of indirect addressing 

is permitted to allow compatibility with current PDP-9 

software. The floating-point memory-reference instructions 

and their operation are summarized in Table 2.2. 

A special class of instructions exist to give 

access to the internal registers of the floating-point 

processor. Nine of these instructions, those that deal 

with the A, B, and C registers, are of interest to the 
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Table 2.1 Op Code Word Bit Assignments 

Bits Function 

0,1,2,3)4: =11101 floating-point instruction 

5 =0 memory reference 

=1 no memory reference 

6 =0 read from memory 
=1 write to memory 

7 =0 read into floating accumu
lator 

=1 read into floating scratch 

8 =0 execute normally 
=1 exchange floating accumulator 

with floating scratch 

9,10,11 =000 arithmetic instruction 
=111 non-arithmetic instruction 

others are not used 

12,13,14 =000 floating add 
=001 floating subtract 
=010 floating multiply 
=011 floating divide 

15,16,17 not used 



0 1 2 3 4 9 6 7 9 9  1 4 1 9  I T  

MEN RFAD FAC no* 
1 1 1 0  1 NON 

HEN 
WRITE FS ncv OPCODE UNUSED 

IT 

A + l 
01* 
INO UNUSED ADDRESS 

Fig. 2.6 Floating-Point Instruction Format 
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Table 2.2 Memory-Reference Instructions 

Mnemonic Octal Worst Time Function 

FLAC 720700 6 MEM—=»FAC 

FDAC 7267O0 6 FAC—>MEM 

FADD 722000 19 F AC +MEM—>-F AC 

FSUB 722010 19 FAC-MEM—>FAC 

FMUL 722020 20 FAC *MEM—>-FAC 

FDIV 722030 21 FAC/MEM—>FAC 

FRSUB 723010 20 MEM-FAC—5»-FAC 

FRDIV 723030 21 MEM/FAC->FAC 

All times are in microseconds. 
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programmer. The A, B, and C registers are the exponent, 

high-order mantissa, and low-order mantissa of the 

floating-point accumulator, respectively. These instruc

tions are given in Table 2.3« These are all in the PDP-9 

class of I/O instructions and each requires k microseconds 

to execute. Note that the CFx instructions also clear the 

PDP-9 fixed-point accumulator. These instructions were 

used to replace code in the original software system that 

accessed individual words of the software floating accumu

lator . 

A comparison of memory-reference-instruction 

execution speed with software speed is made in Table 2.k. 

Comparing average software times with worst-case hardware 

times, an improvement of ten to twenty is seen. 

The PDP-15 digital computer has an instruction set 

almost identical to the PDP-9 instruction set. The PDP-15 

is implemented with integrated TTL logic. However, a 

floating-point hardware option for the PDP-15 is available. 

The speed of this option is compared to that of the DARE 

I F processor in Table 2.5* The DARE I F processor is from 

1.2 to 3.0 times as fast as the PDP-15 hardware. 



Table 2.3 Special Instructions 

20 

Mnemonic Octal Function 

CFA 706314: Clear PDP-9 AC, clear exponent of FAC 

CFB 706214 Clear PDP-9 AC, clear high mantissa 
of FAC 

CFC 706234 Clear PDP-9 AC, clear low mantissa 
of FAC 

RFA 706312 Read exponent of FAC to PDP-9 AC 

RFB 706212 Read high mantissa of FAC to PDP-9 AC 

RFC 706232 Read low mantissa of FAC to PDP-9 AC 

WFA 706304 Write PDP-9 AC to exponent of FAC 

WFB 706204 Write PDP-9 AC to high mantissa of 
FAC 

WFC 706224 Write PDP-9 AC to low mantissa of FAC 
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Table 2.4 Hardware-Software Speed Comparison 

Function Worst-case Hardware Software 

FLAC 6 67 

FDAC 6 70 

FADD 19 280 

FSUB 19 385 

FMUL 20 264 

FDIV 21 324 

FRSUB 20 not specified 

FRDIV 21 not specified 

Software times are as specified by Digital Equip
ment Corporation to be "actual, average to worst-case times 
based on arbitrarily chosen values." 

All times are given in microseconds. 
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Table 2.5 Comparison of PDP-9 and PDP-15 Floating-Point 
Hardware 

Instruction PDP-9 PDP-15 

FLAC 6 18 

FDAC 6 17 

FADD 19 2k  

FSUB 19 2k  

FMUL 20 26 

FDIV 21 27 

FRSUB 20 2k  

FRDIV 21 27 

All times are worst-case and are given in micro
seconds . 



CHAPTER 3 

DARE I F SOFTWARE 

The DARE I F system software is composed of six 

core overlays stores on magnetic disk. Overlay 0 is the 

resident system monitor. Overlay 1 comprises the CRT text 

editor and DARE I translator. Overlays 2 and 3 are the 

FORTRAN compiler and linking loader, respectively. Over

lay 4 is the user program with support library routines 

and is made up at run time by the linking loader. Overlay 

5 is the Conversational Output System. It gives the user 

the capability of using a variety of hard-copy and soft-

copy devices to output his solution through simple key

board commands. 

Overlays 4 and 5 are the only two which use 

floating-point arithmetic. Since the Conversational Out

put System is, in any case, limited by the response time 

of the user and the speed of the peripherals, no notice

able change would occur in adding floating-point hardware 

to overlay 5* This overlay, therefore, still operates with 

the software floating-point arithmetic package. Overlay 

4, which actually solves the differential equations, is 

composed of two parts. The first is the user-generated 

program as compiled by the FORTRAN compiler. Since the 

23 
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compiler generates subroutine calls to the software arith

metic , it was modified to generate floating-point instruc

tions instead. The second part is the support library. 

These are pre-compiled or pre-assembled subroutines which 

were modified to use the floating-point arithmetic hard

ware . 

3.1 Compiler Modification 

Calls to eight PDP-9 floating-point arithmetic 

subroutines have been replaced by in-line code for the 

floating-point hardware. Besides generating calls to these 

subroutines, the compiler also generated code that accessed 

the most significant half of the mantissa in the software 

floating-point accumulator (.AB) for arithmetic and logical 

IF tests. The original DARE I compiler-generated code and 

the equivalent code now generated by the DARE I F compiler 

are shown in Table 3*1» 

All floating-point arithmetic subroutine calls and 

the reference to the software floating accumulators are 

generated by the same compiler routine (EXP580). The sub

routine calls and floating-accumulator references which 

should be replaced ai-e found and replaced with appropriate 

absolute instructions for the floating processor. In the 

case of replaced subroutine calls, these absolute instruc

tions are the first word of the two-word floating-point 

memory-reference instructions. The second word is the 



Table 3«1 Compiler Substituted Code 
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DARE I Compiler Generated DARE I F Compiler Generated 

LAC* .AB RFB 

JMS * • AO FLAC 

JMS * .AP FDAC 

JMS* .AQ FADD 

JMS* .AR FSUB 

JMS* .AS FMUL 

JMS* .AT FDIV 

JMS* .AU FRSUB 

JMS* .AV FRDIV 
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address pointer which is normally generated by the compiler 

for a subroutine call. 

The object program listing routine for absolute 

commands (OBJ610) must be modified to output mnemonics for 

the new instructions. The floating-point mnemonics were 

shortened as the routine only accepts three character names 

For those who might want to add additional floating 

point instructions to the compiler, a word of caution is 

necessary. The mnemonics used for comparison in the sub

routine output routine (EXP580) are radix 40 base 10 (50 

base 8). They are computed as follows: 

.( 50) 2* ( 1st char .)+50* ( 2nd char.)+3rd char. (base 8) 

The character codes are a modified six-bit code found in a 

table at the end of the compiler. However, the mnemonics 

used for output in the listing routine (OBJ610) are normal 

six-bit characters packed three to a word. The new 

compiler was installed on the system tape as described by 

Goltz (1970). 

3.2 Library Modifications 

The library consists of both FORTRAN and assembly-

language programs. The FORTRAN programs had previously 

been compiled with the ordinary compiler used by the 

operating system. Since this compiler generated subroutine 

calls for floating-point arithmetic, these library routines 

were recompiled, using a modified version of the regular 
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FORTRAN compiler (not the DARE I F compiler). The modifi

cations to this compiler were identical to those performed 

on the DARE I compiler. This special compiler is available 

on DECtape as a relocatable binary program for adding new 

FORTRAN subroutines to the DARE I F library. 

Those library programs which were originally 

written in PDP-9 assembly language (MACRO-9) had to be re

written. The double-precision package was simply deleted. 

The single-precision floating-point package was rewritten 

(REALF) to make use of the floating-point hardware. Some 

internal routines were deleted entirely. Unfortunately, a 

few other library programs also use these internal routines. 

Substitutions for them are listed in Table 3*2. 

All other MACRO-9 library routines were modified 

using the substitutions in Table 3«1 and Table 3*2, as well 

as those in Table 3«3j for direct access to the floating 

accumulator. 

Both the recompiled FORTRAN and modified MACRO-9 

programs were installed on the system disk using the PDP-9 

UPDATE program (Digital Equipment Corporation 1968). The 

disk was then transferred to the DARE I F system refresh 

tape using the program RFSAV. RFSAV is a Digital Equipment 

Corporation program which is not documented. However, it 

types sufficient instructions on the teletype when loaded 

to permit proper operation. 
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Table 3*2 REAL Internal Routine Substitutions 

Original Code Purpos e Substitution 

JMS * • CA Multiply FAC 
by CEOl 

FMUL 
CEOl + 400000 
(Delete .GLOBL .CA) 
(Add .GLOBL CEOl) 

JMS * .CC Add CEOl to 
FAC 

FADD 
CEOl + 400000 
(Delete .GLOBL .CC) 
(Add .GLOBL CEOl) 

JMS* .CF Transfer FAC 
to CEOl 

FDAC 
CEOl + 400000 
(Delete .GLOBL .CF) 
(Add .GLOBL CEOl) 

JMS* .CI Divide CEOl 
by FAC 

FRDIV 
CEOl + 400000 
(Delete .GLOBL .CI) 
(Add .GLOBL CEOl) 

JMS* .CH Round the FAC JMS* .CHS 
(Delete .GLOBL .CH) 
(Add .GLOBL .CHS) 
if .CE was not modified 
after last floating-
accumulator modification 

JMS* .CH Round and attach 
sign to the FAC 

JMS* .CH 
if .CE was modified after 
last floating-
accumulator modification 

FAC is the hardware floating-point accumulator. 
CEOl is a software scratch register called the held 
accumulator. Bit 0 of .CE is the sign attached by .CH. 
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Table 3«3 Access to Floating Accumulator Substitutions 

Original Code Function Performed on FAC Substitution 

LAC* 

LAC* 

LAC* 

DAC* 

DAC* 

DAC* 

DZM* 

DZM* 

DZM* 

other 
instruc
tion* 

other 
instruc
tion* 

•AA Get the exponent 

.AB Get the most-significant 
mantissa 

.AC Get the least-
significant mantissa 

•AA Deposit into the 
exponent 

•AB Deposit into the most-
significant mantissa 

.AC Deposit into the least-
significant mantissa 

•AA Zero the exponent 

•AB Zero the most-
significant mantissa 

.AC Zero the least-
significant mantissa 

.AA Operate on the exponent 

•AB Operate on the most-
significant mantissa 

RFA 

RFB 

RFC 

WFA 

WFB 

WFC 

CFA 

CFB 

CFC 
Only if PDP-9 
accumulator 
may be destroyed 

DAC FPHOLD 
RFA 
other instruction 
FPHOLD 

DAC FPHOLD 
RFB 
other instruction 
FPHOLD 

other 
instruc
tion* 

.AC Operate on the least-
significant mantissa 

DAC FPHOLD 
RFC 
other instruction 
FPHOLD 
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3»3 Checklist for System Modification 

To modify the DARE I F compiler, edit the compiler 

source copy. Do not forget to use the proper alphanumeric 

codes. Assemble the compiler to get a relocatable file. 

Using the disk-based operating system load the DARE I F 

compiler, but do not start it. Follow the instructions in 

Appendix D of Goltz (1970) to install the compiler and 

patch the monitor on the refresh tape. 

To modify a library program, edit the source copy. 

If it is a FORTRAN program, it must be compiled using the 

special modified compiler. This is a relocatable binary 

program loaded by the linking loader. If it is a MACR0-9 

program, assemble it with the P option putting the floating 

point symbol definition tape (FPPSYM) in the paper tape 

reader. A copy of FPPSYM exists on the DARE I F source 

library tapes if the paper tape is destroyed. 

All library modifications must be done with the 

DARE I F system residing on the disk. The tape operating 

system will have to be used. If modifying the METHOD 

library, use PIP (Peripheral Interchange Program) to delete 

the old version on the disk. Then transfer the new version 

to the disk. If modifying any other library routine, use 

UPDATE to create a new library on disk 1. Use PIP to 

delete the old library on disk 0 and transfer the new 

library to disk 0. The RFSAV program is used to transfer 



the modified DARE I F system from disk 0 to the refresh 

tape mounted on tape unit 0. 



CHAPTER 4 

PROCESSOR STRUCTURE 

This chapter and Chapter 5 will describe the actual 

hardware implementation of the floating-point processor. 

Chapter 5 describes the algorithms in detail at a register-

transfer level. This chapter will provide sufficient in

formation about the structure of the floating-point pro

cessor and the PDP-9 to allow the reader to understand 

Chapter 5« 

4.1 The PDP-9 and the Floating-Point 
Interface 

The PDP-9 is a general-purpose digital computer. 

Instruction sequencing is controlled by a magnetic read-

only-memory (ROM), also called the control memory (CM). The 

floating-point processor communicates with the PDP-9 

through an interface as shown in Fig. 4.1. This interface 

and its major data and control paths are shown in Fig. 4.2. 

Each instruction the PDP-9 fetches from core memory 

into its instruction register is also sent to the floating

point processor's instruction register. If the instruction 

is a floating-point instruction, the PDP-9 waits for the 

instruction to be executed by the floating-point processor. 

The floating-point processor gets the address of the second 

32 
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word of the instruction in core memory from the PDP-9 

program counter. This address (or indirect address) is 

used to locate the operand. The floating-point processor 

decodes the instruction and either fetches or deposits the 

operand and then performs the arithmetic function specified 

by the instruction. The floating-point processor signals 

the PDP-9 to continue operation and fetch the next 

instruction to be executed from core memory. 

The l8-bit FMB (Floating Memory Buffer) is the 

main data-storage register in the interface. Data may be 

sent to and from the floating-point processor through the 

FMB via the FMBIN and FMBOUT buses, respectively. The 

output of the FMB is always connected to the AM DATA bus. 

The AM DATA bus is the write and rewrite bus for PDP-9 core 

memory DMA (Direct Memory Access) transfers. This provides 

automatic rewrite of the core memory data that has been 

loaded into the FMB from the SA (PDP-9 Sense Amplifier) 

bus. If the FMB is loaded (through FMBOUT) from the 

floating-point processor instead of the SA bus, new data 

is written into core memory. The AM DATA bus also carries 

addresses to the core-memory MA (Memory Address) register 

for DMA transfers. These addresses come from the PC 

(Program Counter) register of the PDP-9 or from the FMBOUT 

bus of the floating-point processor. Although indirect 

addresses are loaded into the FMB from the SA bus, they are 

circulated through the floating-point processor via the 



FMBIN and FMBOUT buses before being used to address memory. 

The FMB may also be loaded from the PDP-9 AC (ACumulator) 

register (through the PDP-9 I/O bus) via programmed 

instructions. Data sent to the PDP-9 AC bypasses the FMB. 

I/O bus transfers are used to implement the CFx, RFx, and 

WFx instructions described in Chapter 2. 

.... The two-bit FEMA (Floating Extended Memory Address) 

register is used to select the proper core memory bank for 

DMA accesses. It can be loaded from the PC to address the 

second word of the two-word instruction (the address part 

of the instruction) or from the SA bus to address the 

operand or operand address (indirect addressing). The 

FEMA's two bits are bits 3 and k of the address. These 

bits must be treated differently from the rest of the 

address, because they select the core memory bank that will 

be accessed. 

The PDP-9 instruction-decoding logic has been 

modified to treat all floating-point instructions it en

counters as do-nothing input-output instructions. In 

addition, a floating-point instruction will inhibit re

starting the PDP-9 CM for the next fetch cycle. The PDP-9 

central processor does nothing after a floating-point 

instruction is loaded into its IR (Instruction Register) 

until an FPRESTART from the interface restarts the PDP-9 

CM. Then the next instruction fetch occurs. The instruc

tion fetch and PDP-9 restart procedure is shown in Fig. k.J. 
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I/O CONTROL loads the FMB from the I/O bus or 

gates the FMBOUT bus onto the I/O bus (Input/Output) on 

command from the PDP-9 (by a normal I/O instruction). It 

also relays these I/O commands to the floating-point pro

cessor. The floating-point processor then either gates a 

selected X register onto the FMBOUT bus (RFx instruction) 

or loads a selected X register from the FMBIN bus (CFx 

and WFx instructions). 

DMA CONTROL provides level conversion and syn

chronization for control signals passing between core 

memory and the floating-point processor. It also controls 

most of the data transfers in the interface. CP CONTROL 

provides similar services for signals between the PDP-9 CP 

(Central Processor) and the floating-point processor. It 

controls the gating and loading of instructions into the 

FMB from the SA bus during the PDP-9 instruction fetch 

cycle. It sends the floating-point processor a signal 

indicating an instruction fetch is in progress, IRI and 

MEMSTROBE (Instruction Register In and MEMory STROBE), 

that causes the FIR (Floating Instruction Register) to be 

loaded with the betched instruction from the FMB via the 

FMBIN bus. FPSKIP sets the SKIP flop in the PDP-9 which 

causes the PC to be incremented an extra time (to skip the 

address part of the instruction) before the next fetch 

cycle. 
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The operand fetch is shown in Fig. k.k. A detailed 

register-level description of the operand fetch is given in 

Chapter 5» The timing of an individual DMA core-memory 

cycle will be discussed here. Fig. k.5 is the basic timing 

diagram. AMRQ is an interface signal sent to the core 

memory by the interface. It is caused by asserting RQ CORE . 

in the floating-point processor. A one-microsecond sync 

interval occurs before AM SYNC to insure that all PDP-9 CP 

and I/O accesses to core memory are held off. The function 

of AM SYNC will be explained later. An AM GRANT pulse 

indicates an address is needed by the core memory on the AM 

DATA bus. An AM STROBE pulse indicates that data is avail

able from the core memory on the SA bus. If the data from 

the SA bus is returned on the AM DATA bus, it will be re

written into core memory. If new data is placed on the AM 

DATA bus at AM STROBE time, it will be written into core 

memory, replacing the old data. The first AM GRANT after 

AM RQ may or may not exist. It will not exist if a core 

cycle to the same bank as the DMA access was not in progress 

during the synchronizing period. With the current floating

point instruction set, this is always the case. AM SYNC is 

delayed and made into a pulse called AM GRANT SMLTD that is 

OR'd with AM GRANT to supply a GRANT pulse that always 

exists at the proper time to send addresses to core memory. 
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4.2 Bus Organization and the Adder 

The adder and associated registers are shown in 

Fig. 4.6. The 36-bit adder is divided into two l8-bit 

sections called the upper (most significant) and lower 

(least significant) adders. All eight X registers can be 

gated onto either input buses of the upper adder (UPPER A 

and UPPER B buses). The UPPER A bus is identical with the 

FMBOUT bus discussed in the previous section. Only odd 

numbered X registers can be gated onto either of the lower 

adder input buses (LOWER A and LOWER B bus). Either l8-bit 

adder can be used for adding two two's complement l8-bit 

integers stored in the X registers (observing the limita

tions of input bus structure described above). Cl8 is the 

carry input for the upper adder, while C36 is the carry 

input for the lower adder. The two adders may also be used 

together as a 36-bit adder. Ordinarily, an even-numbered 

and an odd-numbered X register are paired to form a 36-bit 

operand register , with the most-significant half in the 

even-numbered register. The operands can then be gated 

onto the A and B adder input buses, with the most-

significant halves onto the UPPER A and UPPER B buses and 

the least-significant halves onto the LOWER A and LOWER B 

buses. 

Since the two halves of the adder are permanently 

connected as a 36-bit adder, it is not advisable to perform 

two simultaneous l8-bit additions unless the operands on 
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the lower bus are known to be in a range that will never 

cause a carry into the least significant bit of the upper 

adder. The no-carry case occurs most frequently when zero 

is being added to the contents of a register in the lower 

adder (simple transfer to another register). At the same 

time, the upper adder may be performing an addition or 

simply transfering the contents of a register. 

There are two adder ouput buses (UPPER 0 and LOWER 

0 buses) corresponding to the upper and lower adders. The 

sum generated by the upper adder or the XOR or AND function 

of the upper input buses may be gated by the adder output 

multiplexer onto the UPPER 0 bus. The sum generated by the 

lower adder or the XOR or AND function of the lower input 

buses may be gated onto the LOWER 0 bus. The contents of 

the step counter may be gated onto the LOWER 0 bus. Both 

the upper and lower adder output buses may be gated into 

every X register by the X register input multiplexer which 

will be described later. In addition, the UPPER 0 bus may 

be gated into the SC (Step Counter). The FMBIN bus 

mentioned in the previous section may also be gated into 

any X register. The X registers perform other gating 

functions which are described in the next section 

The adder uses carry look-ahead logic over six-bit 

groups. The adder will sum two 36-bit two's complement 

numbers in 120 ns (nanoseconds). However, 60 ns are lost 

in the buses and registers. To ensure reliable operation, 
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200 ns are allotted for an addition. Remember that this is 

a 36-bit addition and the largest scale of integration 

available was a dual full-adder. 

The adder contains some additional support func

tions. Sense signals are available to indicate a sum of 

0 from the upper adder (18 bits) and a sum of 0 from the 

combined adders (36 bits). The sign bit of the sum is 

available, as are signals indicating that the absolute 

value of the sum is less than 36 or less than 18. 

The sign of the sum and the carry out of the sign 

bit can be sensed as well as stored. The overflow function 

is also generated and can be sensed and stored. 

All the above sense operations are performed on the 

output of the adder and not at the adder output buses. For 

example, the relative sizes of two operands could be tested 

while the step counter is being transferred on the LOWER 0 

bus. The adder logic is described briefly in Appendix C 

and in detail by Taylor (1972). 

4.3 Data Registers and Step Counter 

There are eight l8-bit data storage registers 

designated X0 through X7 (X7 is not implemented). One bit 

of one register is shown in Fig. 4.7« Each bit consists of 

a dual 4-input multiplexer and a type D edge-triggered 

master-slave flip-flop. The output multiplexer selects its 

bit or its complement for output or the bit to the right or 
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left of it for output. Note that the A and B bus-gating 

structures also shown on this diagram invert the output of 

the multiplexer so that the complement must be selected to 

gate the true form onto an adder input bus. 

The input multiplexer selects the upper or lower 

adder input buses or the FMBIN bus from the interface for 

input to the register. A fourth position allows the output 

of the register to be selected as an input to the same 

register. Since the output may be selected to be the 

complement of the same bit or the true form of either 

adjoining bit, the register may be complemented, shifted 

left, or shifted right without using any external buses. 

The right shift input of the most significant output 

multiplexer can be connected to bit 17 of the same register 

(for right rotates), to the most significant bit of the same 

register (shifts itself into itself, for arithmetic right 

shifts), or to bit 17 of the next lowest numbered register 

(for right shifts over multiple registers). The left shift 

input of the least significant output multiplexer can be 

connected to bit 0 of the same register (for left rotates), 

or to bit 0 of the next highest numbered register (for left 

shifts over multiple registers). This is shown in Fig. 

4.8. Note that zeros are shifted into the register at 

either end by not enabling any of the end shift control 

gating. Multiple register gating will allow any number of 

continuously numbered registers to be shifted together. 
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The floating-point algorithms described in Chapter 5 shift 

both two registers (36 bits) and four registers (72 bits) 

to implement certain functions. 

The outputs of the flip-flops for bits 0, 1, 16, 

and 17 of each register are available to the control logic 

without intermediate gating. Also the direct (not clocked) 

set and reset inputs of bits 0 and 17 of each register are 

available to control logic. 

The step counter (SC) is a six-bit register that 

can be gated onto the LOWER 0 bus with gating on the adder. 

It may be loaded from the UPPER 0 bus with a direct (not 

clocked) gating structure located on the step counter. It 

has three clocked functions. These are count up, set to 

-36, and set to -18. It is used for limiting the number 

of shifts performed in an algorithm to 36 (double-precision 

mantissa length) or correcting the exponent after a shifting 

operation. The set to -18 function is currently not used. 

The step counter has internal test-for-zero gating. 

4.4 Control Logic Implementation 

The control sequencing is synchronized to two clock 

signals, CC and CCD2. CC has a period of 100 ns and CCD2 

has a period of 200 ns. CCD2 is used to obtain the 200 ns 

delay needed for addition. CC is used for operations that 

do not involve addition and can be performed in 100 ns. 
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Basically, the control logic is a long shift 

register performing various functions in a preassigned 

order. A function consists of one or more signals such as 

put X0 on the UPPER A bus, insert a carry into bit l8 of 

the adder, and load X0 from the UPPER 0 bus. The above 

mentioned functions would increment the contents of 

register X 0 .  

Figure k . 9  is a typical section of the control 

logic and an associated timing diagram. The first flip-

flop is set by a previous flip-flop that is not shown. This 

first stage of control is typical of a stage that performs 

an addition. FUNCl would set up the output and input 

multiplexers of the registers and the adder input bus 

gating. It would also assert any carry into the adder that 

was necessary. If FUNC1A were not gated by CCD2. control 

would be transferred to FUNC2 at point A in the timing 

diagram. Gated by CCD2, control is passed to FUNC2 at 

point B after the required 200 ns delay. FUNC1A would 

ordinarily be used to enable the register-load logic. When 

enabled, a register-load signal will cause the register to 

load at each rising edge of CC. If FUNCl were used for 

this function, the register (or registers) would be loaded 

with an incorrect result at point A and the correct result 

at point B. However, if the register to be loaded contains 

one of the original operands, the operand would change at 

point A and the result at point B would be incorrect also. 
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If the sum of two registers is to be deposited into a third 

and the next flip-flop is also clocked by CCD2, one gate 

will be saved by letting the third register (result) clock 

twice. 

FUNC2 is a branch point in the control sequence. 

Typically, it would enable gating to generate the sense 

signal S which is then used to steer control to either 

FUNC3 or FUNC4. In this case, control passes to FUNC3 at 

point C. Note that this flip-flop is clocked by CCD2 

because an odd number of 100 ns time periods occurred since 

the last flip-flop in the sequence that was clocked by 

CCD2. Often loops of indefinite length are necessary and 

the phase of CCD2 is not known on exit from the loop. In 

this case, an RS flip-flop is set and used to transfer 

control to the desired phase of CCD2 by simply waiting for 

it to occur. The logic and timing diagram is shown in Fig. 

4.10. The RS flip-flop is usually implemented with cross-

coupled gates. 

Commonly used functions are implemented as hardware 

subroutines. Normalize, fixed-point multiply and divide, 

and the four floating-point arithmetic functions are 

implemented as hardware subroutines so that future addi

tions to the floating-point instruction set can take ad

vantage of them. An example of a subroutine call and the 

subroutine itself is shown in Fig. 4.11. EXIT being zero 

holds FUNCTION at one and NEXT at zero. When the 
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subroutine wants to return control to the calling routine, 

it asserts EXIT and control is passed to NEXT. Note that 

all other calls to this subroutine are unaffected by EXIT. 

Only the call that is asserted can pass control onto the 

next stage. 

Note that this configuration is also used as a one 

flip-flop loop. For example, if FUNCTION asserts signals 

to shift register (X0,Xl) left and EXIT is made to corres

pond to the normalize condition for register X0, then the 

double-precision mantissa in register (X0,Xl) will be 

shifted left until it is normalized. An additional shift 

will occur at the time control is passed to the next flip-

flop, because the last shift function is committed at the 

time the shift that causes normalization takes place. The 

next stage must perform a combined right shift on registers 

X0 and XI. 

When enabled, the step counter clocks on the 

trailing edge of clock CC. This was done because of a 

clock skew problem between the step counter and control 

logic. Since 50 ns are available before the next clock 

leading edge, no problem should be encountered unless 

enormous gating structures are used. The next chapter will 

describe the actual flow of control and data for the 

currently implemented instructions in more detail. 



CHAPTER 5 

PROCESSOR ALGORITHMS 

In this chapter a register-level description of the 

hardware floating-point processor will be given. A 

register-level description is not so detailed as to obscure 

overall operational characteristics, but it is detailed 

enough to give an understanding of the actual hardware 

implementation. Description of fixed-point and floating

point algorithms are given in more detail in Flores (1963)* 

Several register-level descriptive languages have 

been proposed (Bell and Newell 1971, Hill and Peterson 

1973)• To make this chapter more easily readable by those 

not familiar with a special language, an extremely simple 

approach has been taken. The description consists of 

equations using common algebraic symbols and a replacement 

operator ( <— ) similar in function to the FORTRAN re

placement operator. Any special functions such as bit 

testing, masking, etc. are explained in the text. A comma 

between two registers indicates concatenation. An indi

vidual bit of a register is denoted by a register mnemonic 

followed by a comma and the word Bit followed by the appro

priate number (X2, Bit 7)» 
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5 • 1 Structure 

The block diagram of the complete system is shown 

in Fig. 4.1. All data and control for the floating-point 

processor passes through its interface. The major data 

storage register in the interface is the Floating Memory 

Buffer (FMB). A summary of important mnemonics is given 

in Table 5»1« The floating accumulator is composed of 

three registers: FACE (exponent), FACMH (high mantissa), 

FACML (low mantissa). These correspond to registers X4, 

X0, and XI respectively. A floating scratch register is 

similarly designated by SE, SMH, and SML corresponding to 

registers X5, X2, and X3 respectively. The internal bus 

structure of the floating-point processor is shown in Fig. 

4.6. Chapter 4 describes the structure in more detail. 

5.2 I/O Bus Instructions 

Instructions to access the X registers directly are 

implemented as PDP-9 I/O instructions. The RFx instruction 

is executed by the PDP-9 processor to read a specified X 

register into the PDP-9 AC: 

PDP-9 AC -«= 0 

FMB s—Xx 

PDP-9 AC •<- FMB 

The WFx instruction reverses the transfer direction to 

write a specified X register into the PDP-9 AC: 
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Table 5«1 Signal Definition 

Signal/Number of Bits Function 

PDP-9 

EPC/2 

PC/13 

GRANT/1 

STROBE/1 

S A/l8 

Extended Program Counter. Bits 3 
and k of the program counter. 

Program Counter Bits 5 through 17 

Returned by PDP-9 core memory to 
indicate it is ready for an 
address. 

Returned by PDP-9 core memory to 
indicate it is ready for data or 
that data are ready. 

Sense-Amplifier outputs from 
PDP-9 core memory. 

Interface 

FEMA/2 

FMB/18 

RQ CORE/1 

Floating Extended Memory Address. 
Bits 3 and 4 of the address 
wanted by the floating-point 
processor. These select the core 
memory bank that is started. 

Floating Memory Buffer. Main 
storage register in the inter
face. It is permanently con
nected to the data lines to core 
memory. 

Request Core. Signals PDP-9 core 
memory to cycle for access by the 
floating-point processor. 

Floating-Point Processor 

XO through X7/l8 Data Storage 



Table 5 • 1»--Continued 
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Signal/Number of Bits Function 

SC/6 

FIR/18 

Step Counter. Six-bit register 
that may be loaded, read, counted 
up, and tested for zero. 

Instruction Register of the 
floating-point processor. 
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FMB •«- PDP-9 AC 

Xx -e- FMB 

The CFx instruction is similar to WFx but clears the PDP-9 

AC first: 

PDP-9 AC -e- 0 

FMB <— PDP-9 AC 

Xx FMB 

5.3 Fetch Sequence for Memory-Reference 
Instructions 

A PDP-9 FETCH cycle in progress causes the floating

point processor to sample the op code as explained in 

Chapter 4: 

FMB -e- SA 

FIR •<— FMB 

A floating-point op code causes the PDP-9 to wait for a re

start and causes the floating-point processor to test bit 5 

of the FIR. Currently, only memory-reference instructions 

are implemented, and control proceeds along only one branch: 

RQ CORE -«=— 1 

FPSKIP •«£— 1 

The last transfer sets up to skip the address word of the 

instruction on restart. GRANT arrives from the core 

memory which causes the address of the address part of the 

floating-point instruction to be sent to core memory: 

FMB ««=- PC 

FEMA <— EPC 
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The PC points to the address word of the instruction. Con

tinuing this core cycle, STROBE is received to load the 

address word of the instruction which is available on the 

SA bus: 

FMB -e- SA 

X6 <- FMB 

FEMA, Bit 3 SA, Bit 3 

FEMA, Bit k -«s— SA, Bit k 

The last transfer sets up addressing to the proper core 

memory bank. Bit 0 of the FMB is tested. If it is 0, the 

following indirect sequence is skipped. 

5 • 4  I n d i r e c t  

Core memory will continue to run until RQ CORE is 

reset, so another GRANT occurs which causes the address of 

the operand address to be sent to the core memory: 

FMB •<- X6 

Bits 5 to 17 of the FMB address the indirect word now (FEMA 

bits have already started the correct core memory bank). 

Receiving STROBE causes the address of the operand to be 

loaded into register X6: 

FMB •<— SA 

X6 ««- FMB 

FEMA, Bit 3 SA, Bit 3 

FEMA, Bit k SA, Bit 4 
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5»5 Operand Fetch and Deposit 

PI, P2, and P3 are three bits of a shift register 

which indicates whether the first, second, or third word of 

the operand is being manipulated: 

PI 1 

P2 •*- 0 

P3 0 

Receiving GRANT from the next core memory cycle causes the 

address of the current word of the operand to be sent to 

memory and then incremented for the next operand word: 

FMB X6 

X6 -S— X6 + 1 

The last statement prepares to address the next operand. 

Receiving STROBE, a test is made on FIR6 to determine if 

the operand is to be read from or written into memory: 

If FIR6 =0 If FIR6 = 1 

If PI = 1 FMB •<- SA FMB Xk 

If P2 = 1 FMB *s- SA FMB X0 

If P3 = 1 FMB -s- SA FMB XI 

Then FIR7 is tested to determine if the operand is to be 

read into the floating accumulator or the scratch register: 

If FIR7 =0 If FIR7 = 1 

If PI = 1 X k  FMB X5 FMB 

If P2 = 1 X0 <— FMB X2 FMB 

If P3 = 1 XI FMB X3 FMB 
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Note that if FIR6 is one, the sense-amplifier data are lost 

and new data are written into core memory during the re

write cycle (FMB is always connected to the rewrite data 

bus). If P3 = 0 and P2 =1, then core memory is stopped: 

RQ CORE -«•— 0 

In any case if P3 = 0, then the next operand is set up: 

P2 PI 

P3 <— P2 

and control passes back to the beginning of this sequence 

for the next operand. However, if P3 = 1, then FIR8 is 

tested. If FIR8 is 0, then the next (operand reversing) 

section is skipped. 

5.6 Operand Reversing 

The scratch register (S) and floating accumulator 

(FAC) are exchanged if a reverse subtract or reverse divide 

instruction is indicated by Bit 8 of the FIR: 

X4:FACE with X5:SE 

XO:FACMH with X2:SMH 

XI:FACML with X3:SML 

An exchange of two registers can be accomplished in 

one clock cycle if both the upper and lower buses can be 

used. Unfortunately, only odd-numbered registers may be 

gated onto the lower bus, making the direct exchange of X0 

with X2 impossible. This can be remedied in only one addi

tional cycle as follows. The column on the right retains 



the original designation of the operands as an aid in 

following their movement: 

XI <- XO XI -<s- FACMH 

X6 XI X6 -if- FACML 

Three more cycles complete the transfer: 

XO X2 XO <- SMH 

X2 •<=- XI X2 FACMH 

X3 <- X6 X3 -<s- FACML 

XI <- X3 Xl'--str- SML 

Xk <r- X5 X4 SE 

X5 X k  X5 -e- FACE 

The final result is an exchange of the original contents 

of the two floating-point registers: 

X k: SE X5: FACE 

X0: SMH X2: FACMH 

XI: SML X3: FACML 

5«7 Arithmetic Execution 

Bits FIR9, 10, and 11 are decoded as the most sig 

nificant digit of a selection code, M0 through M7• Bits 

FIR12, 13, and l4 are decoded as the least significant L0 

through L7. 

If M7 is true, then the PDP-9 is restarted as de

scribed below. This code is used for non-arithmetic 

memory-reference instructions such as FLAC and FDAC. 
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Otherwise, control is passed to arithmetic execution 

control as follows: 

If M0 and L0 are true, then FADD is executed. 

If M0 and Ll are true, then FSUB is executedi 

If M0 and L2 are true, then FMUL is executed. 

If M0 and L3 are true, then FDIV is executed. 

When the arithmetic routine is finished, the proper 

exponent is left in X6 and control is returned here, where 

the exponent is transferred to the exponent part of FAC: 

X4 <- X6 

Finally the PDP-9 is restarted: 

FPRESTART -e- 1 

The next PDP-9 FETCH cycle is executed and tested for a 

floating-point instruction as described above. 

5.8 Floating-Point Addition and 
Subtraction 

The mantissa signs are saved: 

SX0 <- XO, Bit 0 

SX2 -«=- X2, Bit 0 

The mantissas are made positive: 

X0, Bit 0 •<- 0 

X2, Bit 0 0 

If both mantissas are zero, then the exponent is 

made zero: 

X6 -e- 0 

and control leaves this routine as the result is zero. 
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If the mantissa in X0,X1 is zero, addition is by

passed and the floating scratch register contains the re

sult : 

XO <- X2 

XI -e- X3 

X6 X5 

XO, Bit 0 SX2 (if FADD) 

XO, Bit 0 <=- SX2 (if FSUB) 

and control leaves this routine. 

If the mantissa in X2,X3 is zero, addition is 

bypassed and the floating accumulator contains the result: 

X6 -«=- Xk 

XO, Bit 0 SXO 

and control leaves this routine. 

If both mantissas are non-zero, their relative size 

is examined: 

X6 •<- X4 - X5 

then X6 is tested. 

If X6 > 35j continue as if mantissa X2,X3 were zero 

as described above. The exponent of the floating scratch 

register is so much smaller than the exponent of the 

floating accumulator that aligning the mantissas would 

cause X2,X3 to be shifted until they were zero. 

If X6 < -35j continue as if mantissa X0,X1 were 

zero, as described above. In this case the floating 
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accumulator is much smaller than the floating scratch 

register. 

If X6  = 0 ,  then  tr a n s f e r  t h e  pr o p e r  e x p o n e n t  

because the mantissas are already aligned: 

X6 X5 

If 0 > X6 >_ -35 j align the accumulator mantissa: 

SC -s— X6 

X0,X1 •<— shift right (X0,Xl) by SC places 

X6 X5 

If 0 < X6 < 35» align the setup mantissa: 

X6 -S X6 

SC <- X6 

X2,X3 •<— shift right (X2,X3) by SC places 

X6 Xk 

The mantissas are properly aligned and the correct 

exponent is now in X6. Mantissa arithmetic can now be 

done: 

X0,X1 -s- X0,X1 + X2,X3 (if FADD) 

X0,X1 X0,X1 - X2,X3 (if FSUB) 

The result in X0,X1 is in two's complement form and takes 

into account the signs of the operands stored in SX0 and 

SX2. 

If an overflow was indicated, it must be accounted 

for by shifting the mantissa right and correcting the 

exponent: 
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X0,X1 •«— shift right (XO,Xl) by one place 

XO,Bit 0 •<— CO (carry out bit) 

X 6  X 6  + 1  

In any case, if the result X0,X1 is zero, control 

leaves this routine. Next, Bit 0 of X0 is tested. If 

this bit is 0, then the NORMALIZE routine is entered. If 

XO,Bit 0 is 1, then the mantissa is two's complemented and 

the sign bit set to return it to sign magnitude form: 

X0,X1 < (X0,X1) 

XO ,Bit 0 1 

Control is passed to the normalize routine. 

5.9 Normalize 

If XO, bit 1 is one, then the mantissa is normal

ized and control leaves this routine. If XO, bit 1 is 

zero, then the mantissa is shifted until normalized: 

S XO, Bit 0 

SC 0 

X0,X1 •<?- shift left (X0,Xl) until XO, bit 1 

equals 1, incrementing the step 

counter at each shift 

X5 SC 

X6 -e- X6 - X5 

XO ,Bit 0 -«e— S 

and control leaves this routine. 
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5»10 Floating-Point Multiply and Divide 

Control enters and the answer sign is calculated 

and saved in a one-bit register called MDSIGN: 

MDSIGN (XO,Bit 0) XOR (X2,Bit 0) 

XO,Bit 0 -s— 0 

X2,Bit 0 s- 0 

SC < 36 

For a multiply, the sequence is straightforward starting 

with the exponent calculation: 

X6 X4 + X5 

A prenormalization step is performed as will be explained 

later: 

X0,X1 shift left (XO,Xl) by one place 

Registers are set up for the fixed-point multiply routine: 

X4,X5 X0,X1 

X0,X1 0 

Mantissa multiplication is performed: 

X0,X1 <r~ (X0,X1) + (X4,X5) * (X2,X3) 

For a divide, additional complications arise. The ex

ponent is calcualted first: 

X6 X k  - X5 

Registers are set up for the fixed-point divide routine: 

X4,X5 X2,X3 

If X2,X3 = 0, exit this routine,(divide by zero 

error). 

X2,X3 -e- 0 
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A prenormalization step is performed, as will be explained 

below: 

X6 -e- X6 + 1 

X0,X1 •<— shift right (X0,Xl) by one place 

Mantissa division is performed, and the result transferred 

to the FACM: 

X2,X3 ««- (X0,X1)/(X4,X5) 

X0,X1 X2,X3 

In pre-normalization, the multiplier is shifted 

left once and the dividend is shifted right once to 

preserve the position of the binary point in the answer. 

The divide exponent is incremented so that the same ex

ponent correction algorithm during post-normalization 

could be used for both multiply and divide. 

If X0,Bit 1=1, then: 

XO ,Bit 0 •<- MDSIGN 

and control leaves the routine. 

If X0,Bit 1=0, then: 

X0,X1 -«s— shift left (X0,Xl) by one place 

X6 -s— X6 - 1 

XO, Bit 0 MDSIGN 

and control leaves this routine. 

The multiply normalizations are straightforward. 

One operand is pre-shifted left one place, so that the 

binary point in the answer will have only one digit to the 

left and not two digits (the fixed-point multiply assumes 
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a stationary binary point on the right). The resulting 

mantissa must be between one-fourth and one if the original 

operands were normalized. If the mantissa of the result 

is less than one-half (bit 1=0), then the mantissa is 

shifted one place left and the exponent is decremented. 

The dividend is shifted right one place so that 

the binary point will have one digit to the left (other

wise, it would have no digits to the left). For properly 

pre-normalized operands the resulting mantissa must lie 

between one-fourth and one. However, the correct answer 

is double this. Normalization would proceed as in the 

multiply except that the left shift would give the correct 

answer without a change of exponent. If the mantissa were 

already normalized and no shift was necessary, then the 

exponent would have to be incremented. 

To allow the same post-normalization routine to be 

used for the divide as for the multiply, the divide ex

ponent is initially incremented by one. This means that 

the mantissa which needs no shifting will emerge from the 

normalization with the properly incremented exponent. 

While the mantissa which must be shifted left will have its 

exponent decremented, cancelling the pre-increment and 

leaving the correct (unaltered) exponent. 
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5.11 Fixed-Point Multiply 

Before entry the control routine must set up 

certain registers: 

X0,X1 0 

SC •<— -36 (or maximum number of shifts) 

Accumulating multiplication is possible: 

(X0,X1 ,X2,X3) -e- (X0,X1) + (X2,X3) * (X^,X5) 

All quantities must be positive. 

If X3,Bit 17 = 1, then the first step will be an 

addition: 

X0,X1 X0,X1 + X4,X5 

and then shift as described below. 

If X3,Bit 17 = 0, then do not add but only shift: 

(Xo,Xl,X2,X3) shift right (XO,X1,X2,X3) by 
» 

one place 

SC SC + 1 

The least significant bit of X3 is tested re

peatedly. A value of one results in an addition and 

shift, while a value of zero results in a shift only. 

This continues until the step counter is zero, causing 

control to leave this routine. Due to timing considera

tions , bit 16 is actually tested after the first test but 

logically the algorithm proceeds as described above. 
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5.12 Fixed-Point Divide 

Before entry, the control routine must set up 

certain registers: 

X2,X3 0 

SC -<$— -36 (or maximum number of shifts) 

The quotient is left in register X2,X3: 

(X2,X3) -e- (X0,X1)/(X4,X5) 

This algorithm is commonly called non-restoring 

division. Initially, the algorithm subtracts the divisor 

from the dividend: 

(X0,X1) -e- (X0,X1) - (X4,X5) 

If the result is positive, the next divide step will also 

subtract. If the result is negative, the next step will 

add. A positive remainder (XO,Xl) at this point indicates 

the next quotient bit will be 1. A negative remainder 

indicates the next quotient will be zero. Next, the 

remainder and the quotient are shifted together: 

(X0,X1,X2,X3) shift left (XO,X1,X2,X3) 

by one place 

SC SC + 1 

A quotient bit (X3,Bit 17) is set or reset depending on 

the previous arithmetic operation, as described above. If 

the SC is 0, control leaves the routine. If the SC is not 

0, another arithmetic operation is performed. This is 

either an addition or subtraction depending on the result 

of the last arithmetic operation, as described above. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT 

The DARE IF system is a convenient and powerful, 

interactive simulation system. The addition of floating

point arithmetic hardware to the DARE I system has in

creased solution speed by three to ten. Future development 

could be divided into hardware and software modifications. 

Many hardware modifications are possible. Addi

tional instructions immediately applicable to DARE I F are 

FLOAT, FIX, and NEGATE. These replace subroutines .AW, 

.AX, and .BA, respectively. While implementing FLOAT, it 

would be relatively simple to eliminate the subroutine .CD 

by adding a NORMALIZE instruction. 

Implementing single-precision floating-point arith

metic in addition to the double-precision arithmetic used 

for DARE I F would be difficult. The only reasonable 

method would be to build and modify register 7 (currently 

not used) to use its input or output data selectors for 

byte masking. Once the single-precision format is con

verted to double-precision format, the double-precision 

arithmetic hardware may be used. 

Not immediately applicable to DARE I F, but 

certainly of use to the MACRO-9 programmer is a 

7^ 
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floating-point skip instruction. This is best implemented 

as a non-memory-reference instruction that skips on the 

condition of the floating-point accumulator. The skip 

control for the PDP-9 is already in the floating-point 

processor for skipping around the second word of memory 

reference instructions. Note that a skip (floating or 

otherwise) followed by a floating-point memory reference 

instruction will not work properly as it will only skip 

the first word of the two word instruction. 

An interesting and potentially rewarding modifica

tion would be to buffer the instruction register of the 

floating-point processor. The PDP-9 central processor could 

be restarted immediately after the last floating-point 

memory reference but before the floating-point arithmetic 

is completed. If another floating-point instruction were 

encountered before the arithmetic process completed, it 

would wait in the buffer until it was able to execute. An 

unsolved problem is a method for preventing the floating

point I/O instructions from executing during a concurrent 

floating arithmetic process. These instructions could be 

eliminated entirely if a floating-point skip was added and 

the compiler modified to use it instead of the RFB 

instruction. 

In the worst case, floating-point arithmetic in

structions immediately adjacent to each other, one micro

seconds would be saved on the final restart sync period, 
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and one tmicrosecond would be saved in overlapping the in

struction fetch. In the best case, a floating-point in

struction followed by numerous PDP-9 instructions, the 

worst-case arithmetic period of 13 microseconds could be 

saved. Average time saving for floating-point instruction 

execution would be somewhere between 2 and 13 microseconds. 

Possible software additions include modifying the 

DARE I F system to use the additional instructions sug

gested above. Several DARE I F library subroutines could 

make better use of the floating-point processor. DUOS 

(BCDIO) should be the first to be re-written. This is the 

floating-point, input-output subroutine and does some 

internal software floating-point arithmetic which could be 

replaced with the floating-point hardware. 

A complete set of maintenance and diagnostic 

routines are the most important software still needed. 

Like all floating-point hardware, this processor is 

complicated, and malfunctions are difficult to diagnose. 

Although the floating-point processor successfully 

improved the simulation speed of DARE IF, a simplified 

version could be constructed making use of available 

medium-scale integration (MSI), possibly using Schottky-

clamped TTL, or MSI currently becoming available in the 

10,000 series ECL logic family. A simpler solution to 

implementing the DARE I F system would be to adapt it to 

the newer PDP-15 computer which is quite similar to the 
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PDP-9 but has additional features such as an index register 

and floating-point hardware available as a standard product. 



APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

Van der Pol's Differential Equation 

This example demonstrates the solution of a simple 

problem using a minimum of coding. The problem is to solve 

for the response of a system described by Van der Pol's 

Differential Equations: 

X" - U(l. - X2)X' + X = 0 

It is desired to display a phase-plane plot of X' vs. X 

during computation of the solution. 

A complete listing of the program written to solve 

this problem is shown in Fig. A.l. The program contains 

only three statements, all in the Derivative Block. Two of 

the statements are the two first order differential equa

tions which constitute the definition of the system under 

study: 

X' = Y 
Y' = U*(l. - X*X)*Y - X 

The third statement requests a run-time display showing a 

plot of Y vs. X. 

Solution times for both the DARE I and DARE I F 

systems are shown in Table A.l. Note that peripheral 

conditions have very little effect on the solution time for 

this problem. 
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DARE I PR Or LEW LISTING 

* DERIVATIVE PLOCK: 

X' =Y 
Y'=U*(1 .-X*X)*Y-X 
DISPLAY V,X 

* DA. TA: 

DT = 1 .eE-01 
TMAX = 2 .flE+01 
X r 1 
Y = 0 
U = 2 

Fig. A.l Van der Pol's Equat 
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Table A.l Solution Times 

Problem Conditions DARE I DARE I F 

Van der Pol ' s normal operation 27 8 

(2.5 cycles) display off 25 7 

disk off 26.5 7.5 

both off 24.5 

Pilot Ejection normal operation 92 35 

(119 runs) display off 72 11 

alphanumeric off 84 28 

both off 65 11 

PHYSBE normal operation 44.5 12 

(2 hearbeats) display off 40.5 11 

All times are given in seconds. 

Conditions refer to the peripheral's status at run 
time for storage or display. 



Pilot Ejection Problem 

The problem .here is to determine the boundary 

between safe and unsafe regions on an altitude vs. velocity 

plot for a pilot ejected from a plane. The criterion is 

that the pilot must miss the vertical stabilizer fin by a 

specified distance (8 feet). The desired output is not a 

time history; it is, instead, a plot of H vs. VA defining 

the safe-unsafe boundary. The coding for this program is 

shown in Fig. A.2. This problem demonstrates the use of a 

PROCED section to make a logical decision (has the ejection 

seat left the guide rails?) and the TERMINATE statement to 

end each run as soon as the pilot has passed the vertical 

fin. In the Logic Block, the CALL STORE statement is used 

to obtain a cross plot instead of a time history recording 

on tape. A one-dimensional Table Look-up Function is used 

to define the density vs. altitude curve. 

Solution times for this problem as shown in Table 

A.l are markedly dependent on peripheral conditions. In 

particular, rescaling of the graphics display uses a great 

deal of time as it happens often in this problem. The 

alphanumeric display of problem variables on the CRT would 

take less time if DUOS (BCDIO) were re-written to operate 

more effectively. 
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* DERIVATIVE PLOCK: 

* SAMPLE PROPLEM - PILOT EJECTION 
* 

* VE : f FAT EXIT VEL . 
* THE = SFAT EXIT A f-'OL E 
* yi = HEIfiHT OF RAILS 
* 

X* = V*COf (TH) - '/A 
y : V*S I M C TH ) 
PROCEn Y6EY1 =Y,V 1 
YREY1 =1 . 
I FCY .LT.Y1 )V<-FY1 =? . 

ENDPRO 
V* = -vficvi# (J)/AW*PI ."(TH) ) 
TH* = -YfiEY 1* (H*COS (TH) )/'./ 
D - RH0P*V**2/?. 
VF = v 
TFR^I f'A TE Y+32. 
AV: 7. 
C z 32 .2 
DISPLAY V,X 

* LOGIC PLOCK: 

* VA r PLANE VEL. 
* 

H = fl. 
S = IE. 
CD = 1 . 
INPUT VA,VE,THE 
OU TPJIT H 

* CONVERT THE TO RADIANS 
THE :  THE/57.2 957795 

* 

* CALCMLATF INITIAL PILOT VEL. 
* 
2 V r ( (VA -VE*SI N(THE) )**2.+ ( VE* 

$ COS(THF) )**2 )**<? .5 
# 

# CALCULA TF INITIAL PILOT ANGLE 
* 

TH = ATA N(VE*COS (THE)/(VA - VE* 
S SI N(THE)) ) 

* 

3 RHOP = RHO(H) * CD * S 

Fig. A.2 Pilot Ejection Problem 



V S  =  V  
T H S  =  T H  
VAS = VA. 
C A L L  S H O W  ( H , V A S , 7 S , T H S )  
C A L L  R U N  
I F  ( Y F . G T . 2 f . )  H O  T O  4  
H  r  H + 5 P . 0 .  
G O  T O  3  

4  R U N ' N O  =  V A  
C A L L  S T O R E  
V A  =  V A  +  5 0 .  
I F  (VA . L E . 1 P P P . )  P O  T O  2  

*  T A B L E  P L O C K  N O  .  I s  

R H 0 . 1 3  
0 .  » 2  . 3 7 7 E - 3  

1 F 3  » 2  . 3 0 « E - 3  
2 E 3  • 2  . 2  4 1  E - 3  
4 E 3  t 2  .  1  1  7 E - 3  
6 E 3  t 1  . 9 S 7 E - 3  

1  0 E 3  • 1  .  7 5 5 F - 3  
1 5 E 3  • 1  • 4 9 7 E - 3  
2  0 E 3  t 1  . 2 6 7 E - 3  
3 0 E 3  » ?. • S P 1 E - 3  
4 0 E 3  t 0  . 5 3 7 E - 3  
5 0 E 3  • 0  . 3 6 4 E - 3  
6 0 E 3  » 0  . 2 2 3 8 E - 3  
7 0  E 3  » 0  . 1  1  E - 3  

*  D A T A :  

. D T  =  1 . 0 E - 0 1  
T M A X  =  2 . 0 E + 0 0  
X  =  0  
Y  =  0  
V  r  0  
T H  r  0  
R H O P  r  0  
V E  =  4 0  
V A  =  1 0 0  
Y 1  =  4  
T H E  r  1 5  

Fig. A.2.--Continued 
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PHYSBE 

PHYSBE is a PHYsiological Simulation Benchmark 

Experiment used as a basis for comparing the relative 

suitability of various analog, hybrid, and digital systems, 

and of various digital simulation languages for modeling a 

particular kind of simuland. It should be noted that the 

simuland chosen, the cardiovascular system, is character

ized by a number of integrations going on concurrently in a 

closed loop. Because current digital computers must per

form these integrations sequentially, whereas in nature--

and on analog computers—they are done in parallel, it 

should be remembered that PHYSBE is strongly biased in 

favor of analog, or hybrid, mechanization (Korn et al. 

1970). 

A complete listing of the program is shown in Fig. 

A.3. Solution times for DARE I and DARE I F are given in 

Table A.l. Note that peripheral conditions had little 

effect on solution speed. 



*  D E R I V A T I V E  P L O C K :  

V R  V '  = F T V - F P V  
V P A S ' = F P V - F P S  
V P  V S  '  = F P F - F ' V V - F D  
V L V ' = F M V - F A V  
V A  '  =  F A  V - F A S  
V ?  *  =  F A S - F V S  
V V C ' r F V S - F T V + F D  
P R  V z V R V *  ( A  ) * C R  ' /  
P P A S r V P A S *  . 1 3 3  
P P V S = V P V S * . 0 3 3  
P L V = V L V * ( P ) # O L V  
P A  r V A *  . 3  
P S =  V S * . 0 1  5 3  
P V C r V V C *  . 0 0 4  
C R  V  =  F 1 T ( T A I J )  
C L V  = F 2 T  ( T A I D  +  P E L  

F T V r A M A X I  C  ( P V C  - P R V ) * 7 ?  . ,  . 0 )  
F P V = A  M A X  1  < < P ! ? V - P P ' . ? ) # 9 ?  , , P . C : )  

FPF = CPPAP-PPVr>*7. 
F K V r A M A X l  (  ( P P  V P - P L  V )  *  1  7  .  f  0  .  0 )  

F! ) r C P P V P-PVn)#RD 
FA V =A MA X 1  C  (PL V -P A )  *  3 2 . ,  V..  Z )  

FAS = (PA-PS )* 1 .63 
FVS = (PS - P V C ) *  1  . 6 5  
P R O C E D  T A I J = P  
IF(T.EO.e.E)K=e 

5 FK =K 
T A U  =  T / P - F K  
I F ( T A  U - l . ) 1 0 , 3 0 , 3 0  

3 0  K r K + 1  
G O  T O  5  

1 0  C O N T I N U E  
E N D P R O  
D I S P L A Y  P P A S  , P A  , T  

*  T A B L E  B L O C K  N O .  1 :  

F I T , 1 2  
0.0, 0. 0 0 3 3  
0 . 0 4 ,  0 . 0 5  
0 . 0 ? ,  0 . 1  
0 . 1 2 ,  0 . 1 5  
0 . 1 6 ,  0 . 1 7  
0 . 2 0 ,  0 . 2  4  

Fig. A.3 PHYSBE Problem 



0 . 2 4 ,  0 . 3 0  
0 . 2 5 ,  0 . 3 6  
0  . 3 2  ,  0 . 4  
2 . 3 6 ,  P . 3  
5 5 . 4 8 ,  0 . 0 0 3 3  
1 .  C P ,  0 . 0 0 3 3  

*  T A B L E  B L O C K  N O .  2 :  

F 2 T ,  1 2  
0  . 0 0 ,  0  . 2 1 0  6 6  
0  . 0 4 ,  0  . 6  
0  . 0 3 ,  1  . 0  
0  . 1 2 ,  1  . 2  5  
0  . 1 6 ,  1  . 4  
0  . 2  0 ,  1  . 5  
0  . 2  4 ,  1  . 6  
0  . 2 ? ,  1  . 6  
0  . 3 2  ,  1  . 5  
0  . 3 6 ,  1  . 0  
0  . 4 0 ,  0  . 0 0 6 6  
1  . 0 ,  0  . 0 0 6 6  

*  D A T A :  

D T  r  1  . 0 E - 0 2  
T M A X  =  4 . 0 F . + 0 0  
V R V  =  1 5 0  
V P A S  =  1 2  0  
V P V S  =  2  4 0  
V L V  =  1 5 0  
V A  =  1 0 0  
V S  =  3 3 4 0  
V V C  r  5 0 0  
R D  =  0  
P  =  0 . 5  
A  =  1  
B  =  1  
D E L  =  0  

F i g .  A .  3  •  — C o n t i n u e d  



APPENDIX B 

MAINTENANCE 

Several programs have been written to test proper 

operation of the floating-point processor. Note that 

these are not diagnostic programs. Diagnosis is left to 

the operator. All are loaded with the linking loader. 

REGTST 

This routine is loaded with subroutine REG. When 

started, it tries to write a single 1 into each bit of each 

register using the WFx instructions. It reads the register 

with a RFx instruction and compares the result with the 

original data. If the single 1 failed to set, or if addi

tional zero bits set, then an error is added to a table 

for the bit that should have been set. 

Restarting the program (typing control S again) 

prints out the error table and then zeros it. Only the 

currently used registers (0 through 6) are tested. This 

program has been run over 12 hours without any error. 

MEMREF 

This routine is loaded with subroutines REG and 

MFUNC. It obtains operands from the random noise generator 

and attempts to perform all eight floating-point memory 
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reference instructions both with direct and indirect addres

sing. An error table is printed every 100,000 runs (over 

two hours), or when the program is restarted. After the 

printout, the error table is zeroed. This program has per-

formed over 10 of each of the 16 possible operations 

without an error. 

MRITST 

This routine is loaded with subroutines REG and 

MFUNC. It uses the CRT keyboard for communication. The 

program first asks what function is to be performed. The 

operator answers with a two-digit integer from Table B.l 

(always concluding with the LINE key). The program asks 

for the operand to be used, and the operator responds with 

a floating-point number. For two-operand instructions, one 

operand must have been loaded into the accumulator previ

ously with function 0 or 1 (FLAC). The operand is meaning

less for functions 2 or 3 (FDAC)• The program responds 

with the contents of the floating-point accumulator after 

completion of the function. For functions 2 or 3* it also 

responds with the number deposited into memory. Striking 

the line key after the program responds will start the 

process over again with function selection. 

SIMREG 

This routine halts upon starting. The operator 

places the number of the register to be tested into 
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Table B.l Function Numbers for MFUNC 

Operation Number for Direct Number for Indirect 

FLAC 0 1 

FDAC 2 3 

FADD 4 5 

FSUB 6 7 

FMUL 8 9 

FDIV 10 11 

FRSUB 12 13 

FRDIV 14 3-5 

accumulator switches 15j 16 , 17, and presses the continue 

key. The program halts and the data to be written are 

placed in the accumulator switches. Pressing the continue 

key reads the switches, writes the data, reads it back, 

and leaves it in the PDP-9 accumulator for examination. 

This occurs each time the continue key is pressed. Typing 

control S and pressing the continue key will restart the 

program at the register selection halt. 

SCPREG 

This is identical to SIMREG with all HLTS elimi

nated. Before starting or restarting, set the register 
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number in the switches. Data will then continuously follow 

the state of the switches as they are changed to allow 

viewing with an oscilloscope. 

REG 

REG is a FORTRAN callable subroutine with the 

following format: 

CALL REGWR(NUM, IDATA) 

CALL REGRD(NUM, IRESLT) 

NUM is the register number to be used. IDATA is an integer 

to be written to that register. IRESLT will contain an 

integer read from that register. Register functions are 

shown in Table B.2. 

Table B.2 Register Functions 

Register Number Register Letter Function 

0 B High mantissa of FAC 

1 C Low mantissa of FAC 

2 E High mantissa of scratch 

3 F Low mantissa of scratch 

k A Exponent of FAC 

5 D Exponent of scratch 

6 G Address and exponent 
calculations 

7 H Not used 
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MFUNC 

MFUNC is a FORTRAN callable subroutine with the 

following format: 

CALL MFUNC(IFUNUM, OPRND) 

IFUNUM is an integer function number as given in Table B.l. 

OPRND is a double-precision, floating-point number that is 

used as the operand of the function selected. In the case 

of functions 2 and 3 (FDAC), the result of the operation 

is returned in OPRND. 

Maintenance Procedures 

The program REGTST will verify register function 

and proper operation of the other programs. Next, running 

MEMREF will isolate the failing instructions. MRITST 

could be used to help find a set of operands that fail if 

only certain operands yield incorrect results. 



APPENDIX C 

DESCRIPTION OF ARITHMETIC LOGIC UNIT 

The arithmetic logic unit (ALU) of the floating

point processor consists of an adder, test logic, and 

output data selectors as shown in Fig. C.l. The ALU 

operates on thirty-six bit words and can produce as outputs 

the two's complement sum, bit by bit AND, and EXOR of two 

such words. The output of the ALU is divided into two 

eighteen-bit segments called the upper adder and the lower 

adder. 

A block diagram of the adder is shown in Fig. C.2. 

The adder employs a single level of carry-look-ahead over 

a six-bit group. Each propagate-generate block produces 

inputs to the corresponding look-ahead (carry) block. The 

two words to be added appear on the A and B buses re

spectively and are used as inputs to both the propagate-

generate and sum (six-bit group) blocks. Each sum block 

is a simple six-bit ripply-carry adder whose carry-in is 

supplied by the look-ahead logic of the previous carry 

group and whose carry-out is not used. A provision has 

been made in the look-ahead logic for an external carry-in 

into bits 17 (Cl8) and 35 (C36). The special carry block 
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A BUS B BUS 

EXOR SUM AND SUM 

TEST 
OUTPUTS 

L06ICAL"0" 
OR 

STEP COUNTER 
OUTPUT 

DATA SELECTORS 

O BUS 

Fig- C.l Arithmetic Logic Unit Block Diagram 
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consists of look-ahead logic over five bits instead of the 

usual six* 

The look-ahead logic requires as inputs the 

propagate and generate functions of the A and B inputs. 

A carry will be generated in a stage if both inputs to that 

stage are at logical 1. Similarly, a carry will be 

propagated through a stage if either of the inputs is at 

logical 1. Thus we have the propagate and generate func

tions as : 

P. = A. EXOR B. 
x i  x  

G. = A. AND B. 
x x  x  

Because these functions must be generated for the look-

ahead logic, they are also made available as. ALU outputs. 

Three flip-flops in the ALU serve as flags for a 

carry-out, overflow, and sign bit. Enable signals for 

these flip-flops originate in the control logic of the 

floating-point processor. In addition to the above flags, 

the ALU contains a block of test logic which interrogates 

the output of the adder. The results of these tests appear 

as ALU outputs but do not set flip-flops within the ALU. 

These test for a zero sum, positive sum, and a sum which 

has an absolute value that is less than 17 or 35 • 

The sum, AND, and EXOR functions are selected by 

output data selectors which gate one of four inputs onto 

the 0 bus. The fourth data selector input is connected to 
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the step counter output. When this input is selected, the 

output of the step counter is gated onto the six least-

significant bits of the LOWER 0 bus. All other bits of 

the 0 bus go to logical 0. The step counter outputs can 

be disabled on the ALU forcing the entire bus to zero. 



APPENDIX D 

CONTROL SIGNAL LIST 

The mnemonics and functions of the control signals 

and sense signals in the floating-point processor and its 

interface are given in Table D.l. No distinction is made 

between signals at DEC logic levels (-3 and 0 volts) and 

MECL logic levels (-0.75 and -1.5 volts). All signals on 

the interface backplane are DEC levels and all signals on 

the floating-point processor backplane are MECL levels. 

For signals that appear on both backplanes, converters are 

connected so that a logical 1 (-3 volts) in the interface 

corresponds to a logical 1 (-0.75 volts) in the floating

point processor. Signals are all asserted on a logical 1 

unless otherwise noted. 

The control signals that are needed by more than 

one step in the control sequence are buffered by an array 

of OR gates called the collection logic. This logic 

simply asserts the desired control function whenever any 

of its inputs request it. 
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Table D.l Control and Sense Signals 

Mnemonic Function 

Data Registers 

XilS 

XilNDSO XilNDSl 
0 
0 
1 
1 

0 
1 
0 
1 

XiOUTDSO XiOUTDS1 
0 
0 
1 
1 

XiARS 

XiROT 

XiLCONi 

XiRCON 

XiRO 
XiSO 
XiR17 
XiSl7 

0 
1 
0 
1 

Input strobe to load the register 

Input Data Selector Control 
UPPER 0 bus 
Output of this register 
LOWER 0 bus 
FMBIN bus 

Output Data Selector Control 
True output at adder inputs 
Shift left to input data selector 
Shift right to input data selector 
Complemented output at adder 

inputs 

Connect end shift gating for an 
arithmetic right shift 

Connect end shift gating for a 
right or left rotate 

Connect most significant end of 
register i to least signficant end 
of register i-1 for long shifts to 
the right 

Connect least significant end of 
register i to most significant end 
of register i+1 for long shifts to 
the 1eft. 

Reset bit 0 
Set bit 0 
Reset bit 17 
Set bit 17 

XiO State of bit 0 
Xil State of bit 1 
Xil6 State of bit 16 
Xil7 State of bit 17 
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Table D.1--Continued Control and Sense Signals 

Mnemonic Function 

CONi Composite connect signal for Xi 
and X(i+l). Equivalent to XiRCON 
and X(i+l)LCON. Currently imple
mented for 1=0,1, and 2 

Adder 

Cl8 
C36 

E0 
0 

ECO 
CO 

E 
S 

ESC 

ADSO 
0 
0 
1 
1 

ADS1 
0 
1 
0 
1 

Fl 

F3 

F5 

= F2 

= F¥ 

= FG 

= TE F7 

F9 = FTo 

Carry into bit 17 
Carry into bit 35 

Clock the overflow flip-flop 
Output of overflow flip-flop 

Clock the carry-out flip-flop 
Output of carry-out flip-flop 

Clock the sign flip-flop 
Output of sign flip-flop 

Gate output of step counter (SC) 
into output data selectors of 
lower adder 

Adder Output Data Selectors 
Sum to 0 bus 
XOR to 0 bus 
AND to 0 bus 
Zero to 0 bus or zero to UPPER 0 
bus and (0,SC) to LOWER 0 bus 

Sum from upper adder is zero 

Sum from entire adder is zero 

Absolute value of sum from upper 
adder is less than or equal to 35 

Absolute value of sum from upper 
adder is less than or equal to 17 

Sign of upper adder or entire 
adder is negative 
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Table D.1--Continued Control and Sense Signals 

Mnemonic Function 

Adder Input Buses 

EUAi 

EUBi 

ELAi 

ELBi 

Step Counter 

SCLD 

SCZERO 

SCCLK 

SCSM18 
SCSM36 
SCUP 

Interface to Floating 
Processor 

REGNUMO 
REGNUM1 
REGNUM2 

PWCL 

Gate data register Xi onto the 
UPPER A bus, i=0 to 7 

Gate data register Xi onto the 
LOWER B bus, i=0 to 7 

Gate data register Xi onto the 
LOWER A bus, i=l,3,5,7 

Gate data register Xi onto the 
LOWER B bus, i=l,3,5,7 

Load the step counter from the 
least-significant bits of the 
UPPER 0 bus 

State of the step counter is zero 

Enables clock CC to perform one of 
the following functions 

Set the step counter to -18 
Set the step counter to -36 
Increment the step counter 

Designates which of the eight X 
registers is to take part in a 
programmed controlled transfer 
(RFx,WFx,CFx) 

Power clear signal to reset all 
control flip-flops when computer 
is turned on 

DEPOSIT Designates direction of transfer 
out of floating processor for RFx 
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Table D.l--Continued Control and Sense Signals 

Mnemonic Function 

LOAD 

IRON 

IRI 

CM STROBE A 

GRANT 

STROBE 

Floating Processor to 
Interface 

RQ CORE 

GETPC ON 

LOAD ADDR ON 

READ ON 

WRITE ON 

EN FEMA ON 

FPSKIP 

FPRES TART 

Interface to PDP-9 

FPSKIP 

Designates direction of transfer 
into floating processor for WFx 
or CFx 

Load floating instruction register 

Wait till this is false (0) before 
sensing state of FIR 

Restart has been successful. Drop 
FPRESTART 

Core memory needs address 

Core memory has or needs data 

Start core memory 

Transfer PDP-9 PC to FMB and EPC 
to FEMA at next GRANT time 

Transfer FMBOUT to FMB at next 
GRANT time 

Transfer SA to FMB next STROBE 
time 

Transfer FMBOUT to FMB at next 
STROBE time 

Transfer SA, bits 3 and 4, to FEMA 
at next STROBE time 

Set PDP-9 skip flip-flop 

Restart the PDP-9 CM for another 
fetch cycle 

Set the PDP-9 skip flip-flop 
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Table D.1--Continued Control and Sense Signals 

Mnemonic Function 

FPRESTART 

AM RQ 

PDP-9 to Interface 

IRI 

CM STROBE A 

MEM STROBE 

AM SYNC 

AM GRANT 

AM STROBE 

DSO to DS5 

DS5, SDO, SD1 

I0T2 

I0T4 

Interface Control 
(major signals only) 

SAON 

FPON 

PC ON 

Restart the PDP-9 CM for the next 
fetch cycle 

Request DMA access to core memory 

PDP-9 instruction register input 
gating is enabled. 

PDP :9 CM (control memory) is being 
accessed 

PDP-9 core memory is being accessed 

DMA cycle is granted 

Core memory DMA needs address 

Core memory DMA has or needs data 

RFx, CFx, or WFx in progress if 
these bits are 62 or 63 (base 8) 

Select the X register specified by 
RFx, CFx, or WFx 

Specifies a transfer to the PDP-9 
AC (RFx) 

Specifies a transfer from the 
PDP-9 AC (WFx, CFx) 

Switch input multiplexers for FMB 
and FEMA to the SA bus 

Switch input multiplexers for FMB 
to the FMBOUT bus 

Switch input multiplexers for FMB 
and FEMA to the PDP-9 AC 
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Table D.1—Continued Control and Sense Signals 

Mnemonic Function 

I00N 

LOAD IOREG 

LOAD FEMA 

RESET GATES 

GRANT 

STROBE 

Switch input multiplexers for FMB 
to the PDP-9 I/O bus 

Load FMB register 

Load FEMA register 

Cancel multiplexer setting in 
preparation for next setting 

Combination of AM GRANT and AM 
SYNC delayed to simulate AM GRANT 

AM STROBE buffered 

Floating Processor 
Control 

(major signals only) 

FIRO to FIR17 

MO to M7 
LO to L7 

RESET OP CODE 

SYNC GRANT 

GROFF 

SYNC STROBE 

STROFF 

CORE ON 
CORE OFF 

PI ,P2,P3 

Floating Instruction Register 

FIR9 to FIRll decoded 
FIR12 to FIRl^t decoded 

Reset bits 0 to 4 of FIR 

GRANT synchronized with leading 
edge of CC 

Reset SYNC GRANT 

STROBE synchronized with leading 
edge of CC 

Reset SYNC STROBE 

Set RQ CORE flip-flop 
Reset RQ CORE flip-flop 

Indicates that first, second, or 
third word of the operand is being 
accessed 

FADD/FSUB Start floating add or subtract 
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Table D.1--Continued Control and Sense Signals 

Mnemonic Function 

ASLEV 

FMUL/FDIV 

FMDLEV 

NORMALIZE 

FEXIT 

Arithmetic Control 
(major signals only) 

SXO,SX2 

PSIGN 

DCS 

SAVSIGN 

MDSIGN 

DSRERR 

MUL/DIV 

MDLEV 

DP,DPI,DPI,DP2 

INIT 

Subtract if this is 1 

Start floating multiply or divide 

Divide if this is 1 

Start normalize 

Return from floating arithmetic 

Save sign flip-flop for floating 
add and subtract 

Equals SX2 if floating add; equals 
SX2 if floating subtract; used if 
operand in (XO,Xl) is zero 

PSIGN'SXO. Used to set up two's 
complement arithmetic for mantissa 

Clock MDSIGN in floating multiply 
or divide 
Storage flip-flop for sign of 
result of floating multiply or 
divide 

Divide by zero error (connected 
to FEXIT) 

Start fixed-point multiply or 
divide 
Divide if this is 1 

Double precision (19 to 36 bit) 
fixed-point multiply or divide 

Intialize fixed-point divide loop 
for first pass. Do not set 
quotient bit and subtract. 
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Table D«1--Continued Control and Sense Signals 

Mnemonic Function 

MULE1 Entry for the fixed-point multiply 
loop if the least-significant bit 
of the multiplier is one. Add and 
shift the first time. 

MULE2 Entry for the fixed-point multiply 
loop if the least-significant bit 
of the multiplier is zero. Shift 
only the first time. 

MULEX Exit the fixed-point multiply 

DIVEX Exit the fixed-point divide 

Clock 

CC Control clock, 100 ns period 

CCM5 Identical with CC 

DC Data clock, 100 ns period, in 
phase with CC 

CCD2 Control clock divided by 2, 200 ns 
period. Toggles on leading edge 
of CC 
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